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Mobile Choreography and Community Rhythm: Professors’ and 

Students’ Perceptions of Cell Phone Use on Campus  

Sara Dotterer 
Washington and Lee University  

Walking is an unconscious way of moving through urban space, enabling us to 
sense our bodies and the features of the environment. With one foot-after-the 
other, we flow continuously and rhythmically while traversing urban place. 

    (Chen Yi’En, “Telling Stories of the City: Walking   
    Ethnography, Affective Materialities, and Mobile   
    Encounters,” 212) 

Abstract 

 In this paper, I employ a walking ethnography of Washington and Lee University’s 

campus to understand how people move between mediated and co-present realities. Looking 

beyond the notion that these two realities are separate, I developed the virtual-reality cyclical 

communication model in which I investigate how people move between these two realities: 

physical and virtual. In particular, I argue that these transitions are physically manifested in 

what I see as highly choreographed movements which are observable, and in result, 

predictable. This article contributes to recent discussions about the always on culture and 

people’s anxiety about cell phone usage.  

Key terms: walking ethnography, mediated, co-present, virtual-reality cyclical communication 

model, always on  
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I. Introduction 

 I walk out of the Center for Global Learning, and see a female student walking the same 

route as me, but with head turned down looking at her device. People pass by her, and she has 

no perception of their proximity. Only when she sees her feet venturing on to the grass does 

she look up and realize that the sidewalk has taken a different route. She readjusts herself. 

Her head again becomes downturned.  

[W&L’s speaking tradition] doesn't happen as much as I would like to see, and 

I'm definitely implicated in that because I do carry a phone a lot of the time. I 

do think it's still a very strong part of Washington and Lee and I think that if 

W&L is still using it as like a big part of their website or as part of their tours 

that it is a big part ideally, but I think that in practice… collegiality is kind of 

diminished. 

- W&L student (female, senior, white) 

There's obviously useful things that the iPhone does. I just think it's definitely a 

balance. You can get in contact with someone immediately instead of having to 

find them or send them a letter. But, when I’m just sitting on my phone and 

scrolling through Facebook or Instagram, that’s not really maintaining 

relationships… that’s not really doing anything as far as a relationship is 

concerned. 

- W&L student (male, senior, white) 
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 I began this project with the goal to better understand Washington and Lee’s 

community rhythm. I talked with students and professors about their own phone use and 

participation in the speaking tradition, as well as their perceptions of the rest of the 

community’s actions. In today’s digital world, we have two types of “presence” with each other: 

mediated (through our devices) and co-presence (face-to-face) (Ling 2008: 165-172). In my 

research, I discovered that members of our community feel the need to be present in both 

communities. This paradox creates a cycle of interactions that I have deemed “the virtual-

reality cyclical communication model.” I use this model as framework to describe our 

community rhythm, highlighting the conditions under which we switch between the two types 

of presence and attempt to balance them, but not always with success. This cyclical model 

focuses on the transition, rather than previous theories focus on the various, stagnant forms of 

presence. I believe that Washington and Lee’s campus presents a unique context for studying 

the rhythmic implications of “always on” culture (Turkle 2008: 151-162), due to the idealized 

emphasis the W&L campus puts on co-presence. 

II. Methodology 

 As a dancer and choreographer, I was drawn to a movement based method of 

understanding community. Every community has a rhythm of social interactions that 

characterize it. I’m particularly interested in how phone usage affects this rhythm. In looking 

at phone usage on campus, I focused on the physical manifestations of these interactions as 

well as the perceptions of these actions, such as texting or phone calls.  

 To begin my research, I engaged in a walking ethnography of our campus. For example, 

as I headed from the parking deck all the way to the Center of Global Learning, I observed the 

ways students interacted with the space, each other, and their devices. I recorded around two 

hours of video inside commons as well as outside between the library and commons. From my 

observations, I created a system of classification for the different ways in which students and 
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professors handle their devices. Unfortunately, I did not talk to any staff members. However, 

the video was taken during the middle of winter, which could have affected people’s 

willingness to use their phones in the cold. 

  In the month of February, I collected interviews from eleven students of different 

genders and ages, as well as three professors. I asked the core set of questions, but I varied 

some supporting questions from person to person depending on how the conversation flowed. 

The questions revolved around the amount of time spent throughout the day on the phone, 

most-used applications, conditions under which phones are not used, balancing phones with 

physical presence, and opinions on W&L’s speaking tradition.  

 The variety of questions made it difficult to compare each person exactly, but with each 

interviewee, there was a unique perspective that I uncovered through valuable quotes which 

created more depth in my conclusions. I allowed each person to elaborate on questions they 

seemed most interested in. Most students and professors reported 1 to 2 hours of phone use per 

day, but the average for millennial phone usage per day in 2017 is 3.71 hours; I infer that 

students were underreporting their usage although I cannot assume this to be true 

(“Millennials: Daily Phone Access 2017”). I found that majority of preferred applications being 

used were social media, indicating phones value as socially connecting objects.  

 It is important to comment on my own positionality as a Washington and Lee student 

with a particular emotional investment in this topic. I had to be aware of how I might have 

projected my own, sometimes subconscious biases, onto my collaborators’ answers, actions, and 

intensions. I view cell phones as disruptors of the development of strong, personal 

relationships and as culprits of the decline in the speaking tradition. However, looking 

through my results, I have found that others are equally frustrated with their cell phone usage 

and how it effects their work-life balance and personal relationships. Therefore, in this paper, 

I argue that the phone represents many paradoxes: obligation and repulsion, addiction and 
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rejection, and connection and disconnection. Students and professors express feeling a pull 

between each paradox, and they were consistently deciding whether and how to be present in 

either realm: the physical or the virtual. 

III. Literature Review 

I. Individual and the Community 

 The relationship between the individual and the community is the foundation of my 

analysis as I look at how each student and professor participates in our campus climate. 

Clifford Geertz perspective on models for and of reality is the basis for my analysis of 

Washington and Lee’s speaking tradition. On one hand, we have developed an ideal campus 

model that values face-to-face interaction, however, in reality, our community is filled with 

phone usage. Geertz writes, “The term model' has, however, two senses—an ‘of’ sense and a 

‘for’ sense—and though these are but aspects of the same basic concept they are very much 

worth distinguishing for analytic purposes” (Geertz 1977: 93). Washington and Lee’s speaking 

tradition is an ideal model for our campus, but my paper will be exploring whether the actual 

model of our campus differs because of phone usage.  

 On W&L’s campus, the value social ties are emphasized from the day you arrive to 

years after graduating as an alumnus. This social capital is founded in the campus value of 

face-to-face interaction or the speaking tradition. Social capital is defined by the networks of 

relationships amongst people who live and work in a particular society, enabling that society to 

function; for example, it connects neighborhoods and promotes employment (Morrow 

2017:9-12). Robert Putman looks at the dynamic between the individual and the community in 

Bowling Alone (Morrow 2017: 9-12). He looks at how community and social engagement has 
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declined in recent years mostly due to the “changing generations,” which I would like to infer 

is impacted by the development of smartphones in 2007 (Morrow 2017: 9-12).  

 As W&L’s historic campus has evolved into contemporary times, phones represent a 

break or rejection of the community’s traditional way of maintaining social ties through face-

to-face interaction. Phones are a marker of differentiation similar to Bourdieu’s discussion of 

social space and symbolic power (Bourdieu 1989:14-24). They often times represent the 

sentiment “don’t speak to me.” Phones can be used to separate one another in a space even 

when in close proximity. This idea can also be applied to the speaking tradition, because 

certain groups don’t say hi to each other due to differences in their social standing. Phones as 

well as social hierarchy represent that indirect social barriers.  

 In looking at barriers, I turned to an article entitled, “Beyond ‘Culture’: Space, 

Identity, and the Politics of Difference,” Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson, write, 

“Representations of space in the social sciences are remarkably dependent on images of break, 

rupture, and disjunction… The premise of discontinuity forms the starting point from which to 

theorize contact, conflict, and contradiction between cultures… (Ferguson 1992: 6).” My 

interpretation of this quote is that without divisions in space, there can be no definition space. 

The rupture and disjunction of space allow one to understand what the norms of the actual 

space or culture in comparison. Cell phones are this rupture, this break in the community 

rhythm.  

II. Why community rhythms matter?  

 Yi’En Cheng’s “Telling Stories of the City” became a basis for my approach to 

community rhythms. He highlights the value of being physically within and moving with your 

subject matter. Cheng compares two sites within Singapore through his rhythmic and walking 
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analysis. He works to: “demonstrate how ‘walking’ is a practice that orientates the ‘walker’ 

through different dimensions of ‘ordinary’ and ‘everyday’ urban life” (Cheng 2014: 212). In this 

way, he’s able to understand areas and perspectives within Singapore that could not be reached 

through solely library research. His work was beneficial for my methodology given his use of 

video in his analysis of cites. His use of videos inspired me to expand my own observations to a 

more tangible manifestation.  

 I chose to perform a walking ethnography to understand the W&L’s campus like other 

walking ethnographers including Tim Edensor and Jo Vergunst. Edensor points out that social 

life can be understood by analyzing its synchronicities and repetitive rhythms (Edensor 

2004:70). In his descriptions, Vergunst looks at sounds and their relation to social rhythms. On 

campus, there is a often a silence as students pass between buildings before class as everyone 

checks their phones. By walking through campus, I utilized many of the approaches of 

anthropologists who focus on the movement and rhythmic flow of a community. I noted the 

ways in which pauses in movement and conversation were caused by cell phones, and the 

return to the physical world manifested a unique set of motions. Of particular interest is his 

use of the “flow of experience,” and using this terminology to explore how phones affect our 

flow of interactions on a day to day basis (Vergunst 2010: 382-386). Vergunst believes that the 

way people walk in the street becomes social and political, and as an observer, those elements 

can be uncovered. Through his perspective, I have observed the way that Washington and Lee 

bodies generate a social space that contains certain expected gestures, paces, and other 

movements. Students and professors value the face-to-face, but must maintain our digital 

presence, expanding the range of necessary movements we utilize each day. 

 In order to index these movements, I looked to the work of Drid Williams, a dance 

anthropologist. She says that every action whether social or insularly is limited by the human 

body. Every movement that we make takes place in two cubes. As performers, individuals not 
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only act within the cube directly surrounding the body, but also within the greater stage of the 

world that is each new environment or situation a person inhabits. Williams writes that it is, 

“easy to identify the differences between technique (the actual repertoire of movements that 

comprise a game, a dance, a ceremony or what-you-will) and the style (how the moves are 

executed) of the performance, whatever it may be” (Williams 2015: 202). Her ideas on 

movement systems influence the way that I thought about classifying the movements of the 

W&L performer moving through campus with their device. The technique is indicated by the 

physical constraints of the environment (i.e. campus) and the technology (i.e. smartphone), and 

the style is more influenced by the social norms of interactions on campus (i.e. speaking 

tradition and “always on” culture) (Williams 2015: 202).  

 In relation to style and performing, “Being Alive” by Tim Ingold discusses the origins 

of walking and the pedestrian stroll versus a more destination-oriented travel. I valued his 

discussion of performativity, an idea first developed by Goffman (Ingold 2011: 42). For the 

purposes of my research, I’m interested in Ingold’s idea of walking as a social activity, and its 

ability to form a landscape with the ritual patterns of movement and social interaction. Tim 

Ingold writes, “Through walking, in short, landscapes are woven into life, and lives are woven 

into the landscape, in a process that is continuous and never-ending” (Ingold 2011: 47). 

Washington and Lee’s landscape has transformed since the development of smartphones, a new 

landscape has been woven into the preexisting one. Through walking, students and professors 

are adapting their style of movement to incorporate movements influenced by smartphones and 

the speaking tradition. 

 As a dancer, I see the ways in which choreography dictates the moment of dancers on 

stage in the same way that social rhythm maintains culture. In “Rhythm Returns: Movement 

and Cultural Theory,” the authors discuss rhythm in a traditional sense, a keeper of time. The 

authors expand this definition to look at rhythm’s role in many areas of social life such as 
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politics and social interactions. The article reads, “recent approaches to rhythm as vibration, a 

force of the virtual, and an intensive excess outside consciousness” (Henriques 2014: 3). The 

rhythm of the W&L community attracts me because of the seemingly unconscious level that it 

exists within in regards to how we interact with one another and our cellular devices. The 

rhythmic nature of the movements and relationships on campus is essential to my claim that 

there is a cyclical nature through which we interact with one another due to our phones. It is 

first important to understand the value of observing these rhythms, and next, I will discuss 

theories on the ways that cell phones have changed what it means to be present in a space, and 

their effect on motion. 

III. Performing the self before and during the digital age: public vs. private  

a. Theories on presence and performance with cell phones 

 Traditionally, there are two types of presence in relation to our cell phones. In 2008, 

Rich Ling, wrote about these two interactions in “Mediation of Ritual Interaction via the 

Mobile Telephone.” He says there is a stage for interaction where humans perform different 

rituals of interaction differentiated by two sub-categories: mediated interaction and co-presence. 

The stage in this case is the sidewalk. Co-presence is either communicating or being present 

face-to-face with other individuals, and mediated interaction is communicating via technology 

(i.e. messaging or oral phone conversation) or simply being present in a virtual world. From 

this viewpoint, interactions are separated; a person communicates face to face, checks their 

phone, and then re-enters physical interaction– often, in a disconnected manner. There is a 

certain gravity that mediated interactions have in co-present situations. Ling writes, “While the 

individuals being observed pay heed to the co-present, the material indicates that the mediated 

interaction has an equal if not superior place in the minds of the individuals” (Ling 2008: 

167-168). In the article, there is a description of a woman who is walking while talking, and 
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who giving a navigation glance up from her phone, avoids running into another individual on 

crutches moving beside her. The article reads, “the woman balanced between an engrossment 

in her texting and at the same time a minimal but adequate awareness of her co-present 

situation” (Ling 2008: 168). This behavior is very typical of the members of the W&L 

community that I have observed. Additionally, it is in line with the frustrations of interviewees 

I spoke with in regards to their difficulties maintaining both presences at once. 

 Cell phones allow people to create a virtual place that can temporarily separate them 

from those around them while in a public space. Ling writes, “We see that the mobile 

telephone is not simply another object that we have on our person as we move through the 

urban sphere. rather, it is a conduit through which we have physically and often temporally 

removed contact with others” (Ling 2008: 169). In this way, people choose to be a part of one 

or the other and can freely (and sometimes awkwardly) move between the two conditions. On 

campus last week, I had my headphones in and was switching the music I was listening to 

while walking down the sidewalk by the library. Another woman was exiting the library 

texting on her phone and coming down a sidewalk that would soon intersect with my sidewalk, 

but this movement was unbeknownst to me. As we both reached the intersection, we quite 

nearly ran into each other. She exclaimed sorry, I calmly adjusted my path, put away my 

phone, and kept walking. Both of us had been knocked out of our virtual world that we had 

allowed to take precedence to the environment around us. Upon physical impact, I awkwardly 

transitioned into a primary presence in the physical space around me. 

 To further counteract the above ideas of two separate spheres that must be navigated 

between, the ideas of Christian Licoppe arise, and state that things cannot be a divided as we 

originally thought. The co-presence and mediated interaction, the public and the private, the 

space and place, all become collapsed into one. These paradoxes actually are more intertwined 

than previously thought creating a presence that says humans are constantly connected. 
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Licoppe describes this idea as: “copresent interactions and mediated distant exchanges seem 

woven into a single, seamless web” and that “the boundaries between absences and presence 

eventually get blurred” (Licoppe 2004: 135). From this perspective, individuals are seamlessly 

switching back and forth between phones and the person or people they are with, physically 

and mentally. People want to be accessible and connected, while also maintaining tranquility 

and privacy. Within the connected presence, he highlights the relationships between three 

concepts: self, behavior or ritual, and the place or space a person chooses to be a part of at a 

given time. On campus, I saw manifestations of connected presence through observations and 

within my interviews. However, given my focus on movement and rhythm I honed in on the 

transitional phases of this state (i.e. the movement from one state to the other). 

 Similar to the ideas of Drid Williams, when students and professors walk with their 

cell phones, they are participating in a public performance partly orchestrated by cultural 

norms as well as their dependence on the cell phone. This performance of walking while 

engaged with the cell phone is socialized to coexist with the speaking tradition. In Goffman’s 

book, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, he writes, “When an actor takes on an 

established social role, usually he finds that a particular front has already been established for 

it. Whether his acquisition of the role was primarily motivated by a desire to perform the 

given task or by a desire to maintain a corresponding front, the actor will find that he must do 

both” (Goffman 1956: 27). Applying Goffman’s theory, being on a phone is a new task within 

the traditional, speaking-focused script of performance on W&L’s campus. It is a task that 

allows an individual to put on a common social front that temporarily implies the avoidance of 

co-presence. This specific performance is socially accepted. In my videos and observations of 

campus, there was excessive phone use while in public– potentially making it not only 

accepted, but perhaps, expected. This expectation is directly related to Goffman’s discussion of 

idealization: “one way in which a performance is ‘socialized,’ molded, and modified to fit into 

the understanding and expectations of the society in which it is presented” (Goffman 1956: 35). 
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In addition, Goffman compares the movements that individuals make in public versus private 

to that of being on or behind stage in a theater environment. With his perspective, social life 

becomes a performance that takes place: front stage, back stage, and off stage. Appearance, 

setting, and manner are all indicators of the individual’s stage mindset. In other words, not 

only do time and place affect a performance, but also the way that the performer wants others 

to perceive him or her. Goffman believes that how we behave backstage is not effected by the 

norms and expectations that normally control our front stage actions and behavior; there are 

things we would never do in public that we do in private when our guard is down (Cole 2018). 

The difference in performance in public versus private is valuable to recognize because it 

seems to have little effect on the ways in which individuals use their phones. Students and 

professors use their devices while walking with others; they have private conversations while in 

public. The apparent lack of relevance of Goffman’s theory in relation to phone usage on 

campus contributes to the prevalence of the cycle of transition between the virtual and 

physical. 

 Goffman’s discussion of on and behind stage translates into many ideas in the article, 

“The emergence of portable private-personal territory: Smartphones, social conduct and public 

spaces.” Written in 2012 by Tali Hatuka and Eran Toch, the article discusses the restructuring 

of the public sphere, and the unification of the public and private. As people walk through a 

park, down the sidewalk, or on campus, they are engaged in other spheres of life including 

work emails, family group texts, and private conversations. Hatuka and Toch write, “By 

temporarily disregarding one’s physical environment and ignoring the people around, it is 

expected that the device will take attention and focus. This condition raises questions: how 

does this state of mind influence social interactions in a place? How does this dynamic shape 

behavior in public spaces?” (Hakuta 2012: 1). They discuss the smartphone’s creation of PPPT 

(portable private-personal territory) so that as pedestrians we can maintain our private space 

through mediated interaction while also simultaneously being a part of co-present interactions. 
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In this case, they write, “public and private are also understood as inseparable” and “rather 

than looking at the tension between public and private as a divide or dichotomy, we suggest 

tracking the shifting fluid and permeable boundaries between the two” (Hakuta 2012: 3). This 

article departs from the divided view of individuals moving between the two communication 

practices to one that is fluid and a natural transition for people in public. 

 In this fluid movement and tearing up of boundaries, private is present in public, and 

phones extend a body’s personal space; there is an inherent cultural trend disregarding privacy. 

People don’t seem to mind the public and private melting into one another. I have heard many 

people on campus having very private or emotional conversations while in public. 

b. Cell phones’ effect on walking  

 The below articles focus on cell phones effect on gait pattern and cognitive ability. 

Their content helps me describe the way that cell phones decrease people’s attention to their 

movement as well as their processing abilities due to multi-tasking. In "The Effect of 

Concurrent Cell Phone Use and Walking on Gait Characteristics,” Jennifer Aldridge looks at 

the effects of cell phone use on gait and situational awareness. The study looks at distracted 

walking in hopes of aiding accident prevention; it focuses on the cognitive effects of texting or 

calling while moving (Aldridge 2009: 1-25). She draws on the works of many contemporary 

researchers looking at the harmful effects of texting while walking and driving. Although she 

uses a high tech motion capture system, I saw similar patterns by the observation of campus 

pedestrians. People’s paces changed quickly, from fast to slow when they pulled out their 

devices and began using them. In regards to the cognitive abilities in multi-tasking, one 

professor I spoke with reported that when someone calls and you are walking with a friend, 

you have to put the friend on “pause” while you answer. In this situation, a person might stop 

walking unexpectedly to engage with their phone. They might pause cognitively in their 

interactions with the physical being next to them to connect with someone virtually.  
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 In "Usual and Dual-Task Walking Speed,” the researchers look at participants over the 

age of 50 and how their ability to walk was affected by other cognitive tasks including the use 

of cellular phones. In the conclusion, the writers find that cell phones slowed down the 

participants’ pace (Donoghue 2015: 850-862). Although this study looks at an older age range, 

it is relevant in its confirmation of the slower pace of walking that cell phones create for 

individuals on campus. A similar article entitled, ”Effects of Mobile Technology Use on 

Walking,” looks at the effect of phone use on walking and more specifically, its effect on gait 

patterns and a person’s ability to cross the street. The study found that walking while texting 

significantly slowed a person’s ability to walk in comparison to talking on the phone while 

walking (Perlmutter 2014: 2166-2170). This study was done in a laboratory setting, but in the 

conclusion, the researchers claimed that it would be worthwhile to do in a real life setting 

which I have done. 

 Tessa Jones performed a study called "Cell Phone Use While Walking Across Campus: 

An Observation and Survey,” to analyze the prevalence of phone use on Elon University’s 

campus as well as its perceived psychological effects. Her analysis was two fold: observing 

students walking on campus as well as sending out an online survey about the psychological 

effects of phone use. The biggest reason for phone use within her study was texting, which I 

supplements my observations of its prevalence on W&L’s campus. In her psychological analysis 

of phone’s effect, she found that students felt stressed, anxious, and disconnected without their 

phones which is similar to the results I found in my own interviews (Jones 2014: 1-2). My 

study differs from hers in the way that I engaged the perspectives of deans and professors. 

 Lastly, Zhengiuan Zhou’s article details the development of a new application called 

“Heads Up” that will protect pedestrians from hazards of walking while distracted. According 

to Zhou’s research, pedestrian deaths are growing exponentially each year, and so he developed 

a mobile phone sensor that tracks walking patterns; when the individual uses a phone while 

walking, the phone locks much like that within a car navigation system (Zhou 2015: 1-3). His 
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analysis of phone use by pedestrians will supplement my observations of excessive phone use 

on campus. 

c. A cell phone addiction? 

 In regards to addiction,"The invisible addiction: Cell-phone activities and addiction 

among male and female college students,” looks specifically at which cell-phone activities 

(Instagram, Pinterest, gaming, internet) are strongly associated with cell-phone addiction 

across male and female users. The researchers find that smartphones are encouraging young 

adults in particular to spend more time with technology than their fellow humans. Phones are 

essential to maintaining college social ties and everyday tasks that the addiction becomes 

“invisible” or subconscious. The article states that young adults are often not aware at their 

level of dependency on their devices, and it is no longer just a habit of our generation, but an 

addiction (Roberts 2014: 254-255). The concept of addiction in regards to cell phones is a 

difficult matter. There are rehab facilities for those “addicted” to technology or cell phones in 

particular. But, in a way, it’s very difficult to “cure yourself” or manage an addiction given the 

prevalence of technology in daily life for social, academic, familial and work-related 

obligations. The articles below are important in highlighting how cell phone obligations leads 

to the difficulties of balancing mediated presence with face-to-face interaction. 

 Sherry Turkle supplements the idea of a constant dependence on our devices. In her 

book entitled, “Always on: The Tethered-Self,” Turkle discusses the idea of co-presence and 

mediated interactions taking place within a space; this space can be private or public, but there 

is a new human capacity to maintain a private bubble with a cell phone in a public space. She 

develops the idea that we must balance our physical self with our online self in this public, 

physical space. Turkle writes about the culture that technology, and especially smartphones 

have created, of being “always on.” In the article she defines the difference between space and 

place, two spheres that smartphones separate. She writes, “In this new regime, a train station 
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(like an airport, a café, or a park) is no longer a communal space but a place of social 

collection: people come together but do not speak to each other… Each is tethered to a mobile 

device and to the people and places to which that device serves as a portal” (Turkle 2008: 155). 

In this way interactions and places are two different places that have to be mentally switched 

between, and the physical space is the only thing that unifies everything. She discusses how 

phones have transformed the meaning of place and their creation of more places for people to 

escape to when in the same space as others. 

 In a book entitled, “Permanently online, permanently connected: living and 

communicating in a POPC world,” the authors introduce the idea of being POPC. There is a 

close and intense relationship between the smartphone and humans, and there are certain 

expectations set about the idea of being permanently. It reads, “the often found and confirmed 

result that POPC behaviors both serve a person’s needs while simultaneously challenging and 

stressing out this same individual” (Vorderer 2018: 6). The author talks about the issues with 

having permanent digital connectivity; there is always a friend in an individual’s pocket and it 

makes it difficult to maintain autonomy or solitude. For young adults and adolescents: “Phones 

prevent people from achieving goals or appreciating face-to-face interactions” (Vorderer 2018: 

6). On campus, they often interfere with students’ and professors’ ability to do their work, but 

are also sometimes necessary to get work done. They thwart face-to-face interaction, but 

conversely, can be a means to coordinating the interaction. 

 Aaron Ahuvia’s article on “Beyond the Extended Self: Loved Objects and Consumers’ 

Identity Narratives,” discusses the role of loved objects in expressing one’s identity as well as its 

effect on social relationships. Ahuvia looks at two individuals and analyzes the ways in which 

they express themselves through their belongings. He focuses on the ways in which identity 

conflicts arise in relation to consumption behavior. In specific, he uses a term called person-

thing-person which characterizes the way in which people want things based on others’ desire 
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for the same object. The conclusion reads, “This article extends this past research by showing 

how consumers use the things they love to construct a sense of self in the face of identity 

conflicts” (Ahuvia 2005: 183). I believe that phones have become an extension of personhood, 

necessary to fully maintain our social relations on campus. The collective usage of phones 

proliferates not only their physical presence on campus, but the ways in which they are used. 

IV. Analysis: Virtual-Reality Cyclical Communication Model  

A. Community Rhythm Observations 

 Last summer, I observed and filmed pedestrian movement in various locations in New 

York City for an interdisciplinary research project on urban movement. I was astounded by 

overwhelming majority of individuals who walked with heads turned down, texting. I noted 

the way that people constantly shifted their attention between their presence on the street and 

their cell phones. As a dancer, I compare a pedestrian’s use of a smartphone in the public 

setting to the performance of a dancer. The movement of the pedestrians is choreographed 

indirectly, by the environment and social or cultural norms of that environment, and what I 

fixated on was cell phones. Phones create a unique rhythm of movement that juxtaposes the 

often quicker, more liberated, walk of an individual with no device. During a performance, a 

dancer is expected to be aware of the other dancers on stage as well as the audience. This break 

in performance, and reentry on to stage bears a certain similarity to this switch between 

attention to the phone and physical environment; although in public, you one not hide from 

their audience. It would be like a dancer casually standing on stage alone while others perform 

their parts. The smartphone becomes a partner within this choreography, an aspect of the 

public performance that ensues from moving through streets and sidewalks. This 

hyperawareness of distracted pedestrians followed me to campus in September. As I walked 
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through campus, the vast majority of students consumed by their phones continued to intrigue 

me like it had in New York City. I had accepted this reality in an urban environment, but 

Washington and Lee’s community was supposed to be special, hyper-connected, and 

communicative. However, this special characterization that the university claims to be unique 

to them seems to have more weight in words than it does in actions. Washington and Lee 

prides themselves in a speaking tradition that should theoretically exist as it is stated on their 

website. It reads, “By longstanding tradition, members of the W&L community regularly say 

"hello" to one another, whether passing on the Colonnade or meeting in the Commons. This 

simple courtesy, which affects and reflects the warmth and civility of life on campus, is also 

extended to visitors, who instantly feel a part of the community” (“Our Traditions”). In 

September, months before I began this campus-centric research, I noticed students turning 

their heads to their phones when passing me or other peers. I saw people texting, emailing, 

calling, putting in their headphones, in order to escape participation in the speaking tradition. 

Although I cannot claim this was their intention, I began to feel the power that phones had 

over a “speaking” focused campus. I saw students almost run into each other or veer off the 

sidewalk because they were on their phones. I saw people talking while one glanced down and 

sent a quick text realizing that they hadn't heard their friend’s words. Again, I would like to 

emphasize my positionality as a student very sensitive to phone usage with an often jaded, 

perhaps unreasonable view of its implications.  

 As I began this research, I decided to film the movement of students on Washington 

and Lee’s campus. Walking campus myself gave me a physical understanding of the social 

rhythms associated with phone usage. In the videos, I began classifying the way that students 

and professors used their phones. The classifications include: walking and texting with two 

hands; walking and holding phone while scrolling with one hand; walking and texting with 

two hand, and talking to someone; walking, pulls phone out from pocket, checks it and then 
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lets it fall by the side; walking with headphones in; walking, pulls phone out scrolls, and then 

puts it back in pocket; walking with phone in hand by the side checks and then returns back 

to position; walking and looking/scrolling with one hand; walking and holding phone - 

scrolling - then went to sit down after slowing pace; walking with phone by chest, not looking; 

and walking and talking on phone. Generally, there was a constant switching up and down 

from attention to maintain a certain pathway when a student or professor was on their phone. 

Walking around campus and watching my footage, I observed the above indexed motions at a 

variety of speeds. Although I can not make a generalization, the majority of individuals on 

their phones within my videos were women. Within my sample, those most common to pull 

out their phone, check it, and put it back were men. Professor Goluboff did her own research 

on the effect of cell phones on sexuality and hook ups on W&L’s campus. In this study, she 

reported that 44 female respondents reported very high attachment to their phones in 

comparison to 22 males (Goluboff 2015: 107). I found this compelling support for my tendency 

to see more females on their phones while walking. I saw very few professors or adults on their 

phones, but I also saw very few adults in the video. Within my footage, it seemed that people 

were more likely to be on their phone if they were not walking with someone else indicating 

that phone usage serves as a potential substitute for walking with a friend. When showing a 

video to the individuals texting on camera, the response was one of guilt. She said, “Hm, I feel 

a little bit ashamed, but also annoyed that I feel like I have to be on my phone to keep up with 

the news.” This particular person lamented the double standard she feels to keep up with her 

work and other news on her phone while also partaking in the physical obligations of our 

community. 
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 From my observations of rhythm and movement, the idea for my own model arose, and 

I have named it the virtual-reality cyclical communication model. There is a visually 

manifested rhythmic movement that can not only be personally experienced, but also observed 

in others. Although day to day, the timings in which one turns their attention from their 

phone to their physical surroundings changes, there is always a switch back and forth that is 

cyclical in nature. Most individuals on W&L’s campus go through this circular rhythm daily 

depending on their circumstances.  However, the cycle is disjointed with rhythmic 

interruptions due to navigations between the virtual and physical communities.  

Figure I. Photos of Students and Professors on their devices taken from my video footage
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B. Student and Professor Perspectives 

 In the interviews that I conducted with students and professors, I found support for the 

virtual-reality cyclical communication model that I had initially observed in the actions of 

individuals on campus. In my discussions with professors, deans, and students, the biggest 

theme was the difficulties and frustrations that people had with needing to use their phone, 

but also wanting to break away from it. There were key paradoxical themes that make the 

Figure II. The Cyclical Communication Model created from my observations and video analysis
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phone an object of contradictions including: obligation and repulsion, and connection and 

disconnection.  

i. Phone as Extension of Self: Obligation and Repulsion  

 In terms of the physical placement of the phone, most individuals knew exactly where 

their phone was at all times. When they don’t know where it is, they feel like they’re losing a 

piece of “property.” Quite literally, the phone becomes an extension of the body. Students keep 

it in their pocket, in their backpack, or in their hand during class and when walking between 

classes. Although, some individuals mentioned that they found it necessary to stow away their 

devices during class in order to avoid distraction. One female student shared, “I'm staring at it 

while I'm walking between classes which probably isn't so good, because I could run into 

someone or something.” It is often a distraction or escape for students as they move between 

buildings. Although some try to keep it in their pockets, interviewees detail their use of the 

phones to not only maintain emails and work, but to check in with friends and family out of 

boredom, to kill time, or to avoid awkwardness. From my discussions with people phones can 

either be a conduit through which the self is maintained, or a shield in which the self is 

protected from others.  

 Phones are an extension of a being’s personhood, they allow us to connect with others, 

and maintain a sense of self. When asked how much students use their phone per day, the 

majority estimated lower (1 to 2 hours) than the national average for millennials (3.71 hours) 

(“Millennials: Daily Phone Access 2017”). Given the difference in sample size, this may not be 

a completely valid comparison, but I found it relevant nonetheless. Students and professors 

most often said they didn't spend more than an hour away from their phone at a time (except 

during sleep). They felt anxious, lost, or nervous in the rare cases when they misplaced their 

phone. Professors emphasized the ways in which phones were vital to their jobs, and had to be 

a constant priority. For a dean of the university, her phone is essential to her job which is why 
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it must be on and near her at all times. I asked her how it affects her day to day– the required 

state of being “always on.” She shared that she barely registers that it’s part of her job; it has 

become second nature. She said, “When I go on vacation, I say I’m not going to check it…but 

the truth is I still do. We did go to Maine two summers ago and the service was really bad and 

so I was out of touch some and it was actually pretty freeing.” She admitted that she feels no 

separation between work and life. Her words echo many others’ difficulties balancing the 

virtual and physical worlds when one is expected to be “always on.” For some people, it seems 

the cycle of switching between physical and virtual is constant and quick. In contrast, some 

individuals linger longer in one or the other based on their personality. But, the main point is 

there is a decision process that has to be made between the two, hence the existence of the 

cyclical communication model.  

 One student said that she uses her phone all day long, when wakes up and in between 

classes. She says that she uses it “like all the time. It’s a part of me.” In this way, the phone 

becomes an extension of the self, making it difficult to separate the physical and virtual 

presences, because both are valuable to the individual. There must be a balance struck between 

the two, and in regards to social media another student says, “I just think it's definitely a 

balance like you know it's good that you can like get in contact with someone immediately 

instead of having to find them or send them a letter.” On one hand, phones serve as a tool to 

obtain instant connection. However, he continues, “when I’m just sitting on my phone and 

scrolling through Facebook or Instagram that’s not really like maintaining relationships…

that’s not really doing anything as far as a relationship is concerned.” In this example, the 

phone represents an intermediary between people. The device becomes an extension of self that 

this particular student feels can do very little in regards to maintaining meaningful 

relationships (Ahuvia 2005). 
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ii. Connection and Disconnection 

 Within my interviews, I found that people struggle with what it means to be truly 

connected. Some individuals used connected to refer to the relationships they maintain on 

their devices, and some used it to refer to their physical relationships. However, it is clear that 

the absence of a phone creates a feeling of disconnection and anxiety. I was interested in the 

way that age and gender affected the way people utilized their phones. A dean of the university 

shared that the constant sharing of information and social media usage is different amongst 

generations. She said, “I don’t necessarily think that everyone needs to know what I had for 

breakfast and that’s a huge generational difference.” Harkening back to ideas of Putman in 

“Bowling Alone,” the decrease of social and community engagement is due to generational 

differences  (Morrow 2017). However, it seems that young people are engaging in their 

community in a different way, through their devices. Although I can’t claim clear gender 

differences in the way that individuals cycle through the virtual and reality communication 

realms, my interviews have illustrated a difference in the way that millennials and older adults 

cycle through their presences. Two other professors I spoke with claimed that they didn't use 

Snapchat or many of the other social media devices, because they had no real obligation to it. 

They did not use Snapchat or Instagram as much as students, because it doesn't build their 

connection base given the lack of people their age who are active on the applications. 

 Amongst the interviewees, advantages of technology are recognized, but 

overwhelmingly, the highest value is placed on physical relationships. When asked what 

applications were most common, students and professors named iMessage, email, and 

GroupMe as well as social media applications including Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat. A 

few respondents mentioned their decision to delete social media currently or in the past due to 

feeling too “sucked in” or consumed by their usage. With this perspective, the phone becomes 
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a factor that leads to When deleting the social media applications, people said they had more 

time for other activities like reading, working, and other hobbies. They say it had “taken over 

their life,” and now they felt more free. In terms of social media, one student said that it 

“deprives you of real social interaction.” One student said that it “creates false perceptions of 

people and gives you unnecessary swings in confidence.” To him, this atmosphere is a very 

unnatural social environment. He puts precedence on physical, face-to-face interaction. He 

doesn't like the lack of control we have over how people perceive us on the internet, or the 

“out” that it gives us from face-to-face interaction. In a select group of people, there seems to 

be a fear of social media and its implications and the pull that it has on us away from physical 

interaction. There’s an idea that the digital sphere can only be used for so long before cycling 

back to the physical co-presence. The co-presence may get dull or uncomfortable according to 

the interviewees, causing a person to turn to their device. However, this is only temporary, a 

distraction before needing to return to co-presence. Overwhelmingly, people emphasize that 

the “real” development of relationships lays in face-to-face interaction, and maintenance is 

supported through the digital sphere.  

 When individuals didn't know where their phone was, they reported, “I felt so 

disconnected from [my friends], I felt like stressed about not being able to meet someone or 

find someone at a certain time.” In this way, we see phones amplifying feelings of 

disconnection when it is misplaced. A professor shared that she feels, “frantic. I need to know 

where it is because there are so… it’s my connection to so many people,” but also mentioned 

that it’s freeing to be away from at times. However, some students actually put their phones 

away from themselves on purpose; one person shared that they do so because they want to 

unplug from the fake-ness of it all. When asked, what he meant by this, he responded that it’s 

taxing, because “you’re not really present. You’re not like really where you are and you’re like 

focused on what’s going on in your screen.” He says that when a person is on their phone 
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they’re not participating in their physical presence with those around them. Within this, one 

can see the idea that one can’t really play in both worlds, the virtual and the physical at once, 

at least in the eyes of this particular individual. This underscores the idea that there is a pull 

between two worlds. I explored this idea further when I asked someone about the key to 

maintaining relationships through the digital sphere. They responded, “I think that’s the key 

word… maintaining. I think in the same way that like you sit down and talk to someone for 5 

or 10 minutes your relationship can like deepen and grow just from spending time together 

whereas social media or talking on the phone it doesn't deepen, it just maintains.” When 

speaking with someone face-to-face, it is more valuable or constructive in terms of furthering a 

relationship than talking over the digital sphere. One art professor shared that the sense of 

community in her classroom has gone down because of the use of cell phones. She shares that 

friendships and bonding would occur during class breaks, but now, “they just look at their 

phones they don't talk to each other it’s completely silent, it used to be hilarious like everyone 

would be laughing and talking and as the semester went by I’d know I was doing a really good 

job…but now there’s no meter to the success of the community within the class…” So even if 

students are maintaining their digital connections while in class, they are choosing to miss out 

on the physical relationships in front of them, and to this professor, it’s a stark contrast to how 

things used to be.  

 In summary, it seems that people are moving from the physical, face-to-face 

interactions to the digital community for a couple different reasons including: a) feeling 

overwhelmed by physical world and phone becomes an out or an escape, b) a need to connect 

to the virtual world, c) the need to be always on, always productive, and d) boredom. In moving 

from the networked community back to the physical, co-present there are another set of 

reasons: a) feeling too distant or isolated from the physical world, b) a need to escape the 

restrictions of technology (freedom), c) to prevent wasting time, and d) dissatisfaction in the 
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digital world. The cycle of communication between the two realms are not limited to these two 

meanings, but these are the main reasons I have extracted from the interviews as well as my 

personal observations. The speed in which these switches occur depends on the context of the 

day, the type of person, the age of the person, potentially their gender, and potential other 

factors that I have failed to recognize. But, I can say with confidence, that individuals often 

struggle with this cycle. They don't always know when it is appropriate or necessary to 

participate in either world, and often feel frustrated at the need to do booth seemingly 

simultaneously– a somewhat impossible task.  

C. Campus Implications: Rethinking the Speaking Tradition  

 From Geertz, I found that there are two realities in a community, the imagined and the 

actual (Geertz 1977: 93). Washington and Lee prides itself on having a hyper-connected, 

speaking focused community. The second part of my interviews involved questions revolving 

around the speaking tradition on our campus. I asked people who they said hi to on campus 

and got a variety of answers. Most people still believe the speaking tradition exists in some 

capacity, but upon further questioning, seemed to have conditions for who they say hi to.  

i. Supporters of the Speaking Tradition  

 There are some members of W&L’s campus who believe they are big participants in the 

speaking tradition, and see the value it brings our campus. They are optimistic of its 

community presence, but voice concern of the way that our devices interfere with its 

functionality. One person claimed that they say hi to “everybody” who makes eye contact with 

him. Additionally, people mentioned that if another individual was on their phone or using 

headphones, then they wouldn’t bother saying hello. It’s important to note that a hello doesn't 

necessarily indicate a lengthy conversation, often times it really is just a hello; when walking, 

people indicate that there is not usually time to stop and chat, nor is it socially expected to do 
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so. In many cases, this idea of eye contact was very important for saying hello to someone. If 

eye contact was avoided, a hello seemed inappropriate or uncomfortable. 

 Another interviewee explained further criteria for speaking. In her eyes, you must 

know someone before saying hi. She says, “If I’m looking down and I acknowledge someone 

out of the corner of my eye,” then will engage in a conversation or a say a “hello.” But, if she 

doesn't know the individual already she’s not going to start a conversation with them so she 

will keep her head down in her phone. She goes on to share, “so like I guess there really isn't 

that much of a speaking tradition at W&L.” As a freshman, her perspective is that before 

everyone would say hi to everyone, but she thinks phones must have transformed this value of 

engagement. She finishes, “I’m only going to get off my phone to say hi if I know you or if our 

connection is stronger than just going to the same school or being in the same community.” 

Another individual shares that when passing a huge group of people, the speaking tradition is 

less necessary than when passing one individual. It’s harder to address everyone walking in a 

massive group, but when you’re walking on the sidewalk at an odd time (not the short period 

between classes), then it’s more expected or rather, acceptable to speak.  

 In terms of professor opinions, they had positive views of the speaking tradition. A dean 

that has been on campus for many years has seen the tradition transform with cell phones. She 

thinks that the speaking tradition hasn’t necessarily changed that much it’s more just the way 

that people talk about it. She says, “Overall I don't see that big of a difference. Yes, there’s a 

few more people on their phones. but like I said there were always people who who weren't 

necessarily going to speak because they weren't really that interested in it.” She claims that she 

walks around campus checking her phone, because of the urgency of many of the messages she 

receives. At the same time, she tries to be cognizant of her face-to-face interactions. She 

believes she is really conscious of the issue, but it’s a clearly a constant decision making 

process for her. Upon leaving my interview with her, I had a very clear vision of the cyclical 
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communication cycle’s presence in her life. As emphasized previously, deans must be attuned 

to their phones at all times in case of an emergency, but at the same time, must constantly 

meet with parents, students, professors, staff, and other deans face-to-face. They are faces of the 

campus, and it is essential to their jobs to participate in both the physical and virtual 

communities of Washington and Lee’s campus to their upmost ability. When walking through 

campus, she describes and even enacts her process of looking down at her phone, checking for 

emails, and then engaging with students and colleagues. She explains that in meetings this 

same process occurs. These descriptions highlighted the quick pace and high frequency in 

which she must cycle through the communication model.  

ii. Rejection of the Speaking Tradition  

 There are some people who believe that the speaking tradition is less prevalent than 

people initially thought or who view it as an unnecessary obligation. A couple people observed 

that since their freshman years their participation in the tradition has declined. A senior 

student shares that she doesn't see the speaking tradition happen as much as she would like to 

see. She says that she is implicated in the issue given that she carries her phone in her hand 

the majority of the time. However, she shares, “I do think it's still a very strong part of W&L 

and I think that if Washington and Lee is still using it as like a big part of their website or as 

part of their tours that it is a big part, like ideally, but I think that in practice…” In reality, 

the speaking tradition is not as prevalent as we imagine or market as a school. The idea of 

what our community practices versus what we imagine it to be highlights Geertz’s belief in the 

existence of two often opposing communities: realistic versus idealistic (Geertz 1977: 93). In the 

same vein, a freshman shared that during pre-orientation, administrators and older students 

emphasized the speaking tradition. When the older students came back to campus, the 

freshmen tried to engage with everyone, but quickly realized that everyone else was not as 
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enthusiastic about the speaking tradition as they had previously assumed. She said the 

freshmen “culturally assimilated” and became less aggressive with their speech.  

 Some students actively dismiss the speaking tradition, and use their phone as an 

accomplice in this act. In other words, the cyclical communication model is a physical 

representation of the rejection of the co-present tradition on campus. One specific interlocutor 

shared that he only says hello to people he already knows, and openly states that he uses his 

phone to avoid saying hi to others. When asked why, he says that it’s “the normal thing to do.” 

He states that he doesn’t want to inconvenience anyone by forcing them to engage, so in his 

view, he’s doing “everyone a favor” by being on his phone. He shared that after freshman year 

the speaking tradition “got old” quickly, and his phone has allowed him to avoid the awkward 

repetition of saying “hi, hi, hi” to each person he passes. In his view, it’s awkward to say hi to 

everyone, but even more uncomfortable to say hello to someone who is on their phone and 

clearly unaware of the the other person’s presence. The term awkward was frequently used as 

the feeling experienced when passing other individuals on campus. People alluded to a 

dependency on the phone to escape W&L’s seemingly outdated tradition of speech. An advocate 

and active participant in the speaking tradition even admitted the awkwardness, but said it’s 

okay to feel awkward, it doesn't mean you shouldn't say hi. Regardless of an individual leans 

into awkwardness or strays away from it, they acknowledge its presence in regard to the 

speaking tradition, making the phone an easy escape from the effects of discomfort. This escape 

can be seen in the physical departure from the physical world into the virtual through the 

body and the eyes: pulling a phone out and moving the eyes downwards into the phone.  

 To conclude, I return to the idea of phones presenting a pull between two seemingly 

opposing ideals: obligation and repulsion, and connection and disconnection. One professor 

directly mentions this push and pull between the two realms. The words push and pull 

indicate a movement, hence, the cyclical communication model that pushes and pulls a person 
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between the virtual to the physical communities. She shares, “There’s this weird urgency to the 

phone that I don’t understand and I hate actually.” She complains about the amount of texts 

and emails currently clogging up her inboxes. In those red notification numbers, a sense of 

urgency to respond is generated. She goes on to say that she hates this feeling, “it’s like this 

compulsion and I really try to work against it because I don't want to be always tethered to the 

phone even though I totally acknowledge that I am.” People are tethered to their phones, and 

in result, to the cyclical communication model. Phones are not so much an addiction, but a 

way of life, a vital tool to maintain relationships and responsibilities. In the eyes of the 

interviewees, it is impossible to remove the phone completely from daily life, and therefore on 

a day-to-day basis, a balance is negotiated between the virtual and physical communities. 

V. Conclusion  

 When navigating a new city or space, walking is a method to understanding. As a 

dancer, it is my natural inclination to understand through exploring movement and rhythm. 

With this research, I looked specifically at the rhythmic nature of interactions of Washington 

and Lee’s campus. There is so much to be learned about a community in observing the 

movement, participating in the pace of walking, or listening and watching the verbal and 

physical communication of those within the space. While observing, videoing, and interviewing 

members of the Washington and Lee community, I analyzed people’s relationships with their 

cellular devices, and conversely, to their physical community. Phones are extensions of the self, 

and therefore, a body must constantly, and sometimes awkwardly, switch between the virtual 

and physical self.  

 Until now, much of the research on phones and presence has focused on the two types 

of presence: mediated (through our devices) and co-present (face-to-face). Turkle coined the 

expression “always on” and inspired the creation of the term, connected presence, which states 
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that due to the prevalence of phones, people are always present in both the virtual and physical 

worlds ((Turkle 2008). However, there has been no focus on the bodily transition between the 

two or the physicality of the movement required to be in two worlds at once. For example, a 

female student is walking and talking to their friend on the way to class, but has two text 

messages that she feels obligated to respond to at the same time. There is a set of physical 

manifestations of the transitions that might happen. She looks at her friend, brings up her 

phone, and tries to talk while texting. She keeps phone up while looking at friend, and this 

happens over and over, as she looks up and down– back and forth. She experiences the push 

and the pull of the cycle, between the two presences. The reasons why this particular student 

moves back and forth between the two and the actions that characterize that switch are what I 

have explored in this paper.  

 The Washington and Lee community became my case study for the way that phones 

affects a person’s physical movements and social interactions. The campus is a valuable place to 

do this study because of its small size and emphasis on speaking and cordiality. To expand on 

the theories on presence I had read, I developed my own model of communication. I recorded 

the patterns of the students and professors I observed through a dancer’s eyes with an 

emphasis on movement and rhythm. The Virtual-Reality Cyclical Communication Model 

became my unique contribution to this intersection of rhythm, movement, phone use, and 

community participation. Through the model, I highlighted the way that the “always on” 

phenomena propels individuals through the cycle as they switch between the virtual and 

physical realities. It is a cycle that fluctuates day to day, and from person to person, but 

nonetheless, I saw the way that this cyclical rhythm choreographs each day within W&L 

community. In the figure I created depicting the model, one can see the conditions I 

designated to explain why one might move through the cycle; however, the pace in which a 

person does so depends upon personal and environmental factors.  
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 My work is important because humans are physical beings who generally crave social 

interaction. But, there is a new index of movement that is developing due to the way people 

use their phones for virtual interaction while physically interacting with others at the same 

time. On Washington and Lee’s campus, student and professor opinions on the speaking 

tradition determine the pace in which a person move through the cyclical communication 

cycle. Depending upon their reluctance or desire to adhere to W&L’s ideal community that 

emphasizes co-present interaction, they may transition more or less often respectively. Walking 

and being self-aware of movement is a method to understanding an environment, and by 

bringing attention to people’s physicality, I hope to heighten our awareness of our relationship 

with the physical and virtual worlds as well as their transitions between the two. 
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VII. Appendix 

Interview Questions 

1. What percentage of your day are you on your phone?  

2.  When do you use your phone during the day? 

3.  How long do you go without touching your phone?  

4.  Do you always know where your phone is?  

5.  How do you feel when you’re not with your phone? 
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6.  When you’re walking where do you put your phone? What about when you’re in class? 

(phone in relationship to you) 

7.  If you’re using your phone on campus, is it mostly to call or to text? or other activities? 

music, email, etc?  

8.  What are your favorite apps? 

9.  Do you ever put it on do not disturb?  

10.  Has being on your phone in public ever gotten you into an accident/some type of issue 

while walking, driving, sitting, etc? 

11.  Is there an instance where you have missed out on something while being on your phone 

or the opposite- from not being on your phone? 

12.  Can you give an example of when you were on your phone and it prevented you from 

noticing or engaging in something? 

13.  Who do you say hi to on campus? 

14.  Do you think the speaking tradition is still relevant? 

15.  How do you balance your mediated interactions with your co-present ones? What do you 

think the key to doing this is? 
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